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Dr Wong, Dr Tsang, Mr Rancy, Distinguished Guests and Participants, Ladies 

and Gentlemen, good morning.   

 

2. Thank you for inviting me to speak at the Asia Pacific Radio 

Spectrum Conference 2016.  First of all, may I extend my warmest welcome to 

all the participants, in particular to those who have travelled from afar to take 

part in this event.   

 

3. I would also like to take this opportunity to convey my sincere 

appreciation to colleagues of the Institution of Engineering and Technology, 

who have made this Conference a regular and invaluable platform for industry 

players, professionals and regulators, mainly from the Asia Pacific Region, to 

exchange experience, insight and intelligence on a wide range of radio 

spectrum issues.  

 

4. As I remember, this Conference was last held in Hong Kong four 

years ago in 2012.  Over the past four years, radio spectrum has become more 

important ever for all economies in the global village, with no exception to 

Hong Kong.  Without exaggeration, public wireless services are indispensable 

to all walks of life.  To illustrate, let me share with you some figures.  The 

mobile penetration rate in Hong Kong is over 228% and the 4G service 

adoption rate has reached 80%.  You would discover even with a short stay in 

Hong Kong that everyone's eyes here are glued to the smartphones, tablets and 

all other mobile gadgets while they are travelling inside the subway, walking 

on the pedestrians, crossing the roads and eating in fast food shops.   
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5. According our statistics, every member of the general public 

consumes on average 2.7 Giga Byte of mobile data in a month.  In view of 

Internet of Things and smart city initiatives, the demand for radio spectrum is 

bound to increase further in this mobile era.    

 

6. In Hong Kong, we have released about 600 MHz of spectrum 

suitable for public wireless services to the market.  According to various 

international studies, the estimated spectrum bandwidth requirements for 

mobile services by 2020 will range from 1,200 MHz to almost 1,800 MHz.  So, 

where will the additional spectrum come from?   

 

7. In the World Radiocommunication Conference which was just held 

at Geneva last November, the international community indeed tried very hard 

to identify new spectrum suitable for deployment of mobile broadband services.  

Notwithstanding meetings following meetings during the four-week conference, 

only spectrum in 1.5 GHz band (or so called L Band) has been allocated for 

public mobile services.  As a way forward, the next World 

Radiocommunication Conference to be held in 2019 will try to allocate 

spectrum beyond 24 GHz for 5G services.  In other words, the scarcity of radio 

spectrum will remain an issue in the development of public mobile services in 

the coming several years. 

 

8. We, OFCA is the executive arm of the Communications Authority, 

which performs its statutory duty to manage radio spectrum and promote its 

efficient use in Hong Kong.  I often draw an analogy of our spectrum 

management function as a chef of a large restaurant to serve customers with a 

limited supply of food (In Chinese, 巧婦難為無米炊).  In our case, we have 

adopted a radio spectrum policy which is market-based and light-handed.  We 

are minded to release the new spectrum by way of auction once it is made 

available.  We also uphold the technology neutral principle so that unless 

otherwise specified, network operators may freely refarm the assigned 

spectrum for provision of higher generation services without any need of 

regulatory approval.       
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9. Another dimension of work is that we promote the deployment of 

public Wi-Fi hotspots so as to offload the mobile traffic to unlicensed spectrum.  

We also facilitate network operators to install small cells at payphone kiosks, 

lamp posts and street level with a view to enhancing the frequency re-use.   

With all such facilitation, we hope that network operators could be better 

placed to address the insatiable demand of service users.    

 

10. Ladies and gentlemen, Hong Kong has all along adopted market 

driven policies in spectrum management.  We have been and will continue to 

be committed to better allocation and use of radio spectrum for public wireless 

services, applications for smart cities and other innovative services. We would 

like to learn from you all the updates and foresight of development of wireless 

technologies, applications and services in this Conference.  

 

11. I believe that you are equally eager to hear what our distinguished 

speakers will say about the use of radio spectrum for new services and 

initiatives.  So I will end here, with a sincere wish that you all have a fruitful 

exchange in this Conference and an enjoyable stay in Hong Kong.  Thank you 

very much. 

 

 

 

 


